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  . .)  The first season, consisting of five episodes, was released in July 2013 on Netflix. The following second season, which consisted of 13 episodes, began streaming on Netflix in July 2014. The season began with a mid-season finale broadcast on February 18, 2015. The second season, which began streaming on February 19, 2015, had a storyline in which Karan (Kareena Kapoor Khan) and Bipasha
(Bipasha Basu) confront each other about their father's (Tiger Shroff) affair with Karan's friend Priyanka (Preity Zinta). The two's sexual problems lead to severe physical violence. The season concluded with the death of Karan's friend, Shantanu (Amit Sadh) and the romance between Bipasha and Karan ended. In January 2015, it was announced that an early third season would premiere on the same
day as the second season. This season had a new introduction song, "Naino" by Hiphop Tamizha, and changed the opening credits to be used only in the first season. The series was renewed for a fourth season in June 2015. Season 4 of the series began streaming on Netflix on February 19, 2016. Season 5 of the series began streaming on Netflix on May 15, 2017. Season 6 of the series began streaming

on Netflix on April 4, 2019. References External links Official Facebook Page Category:2013 Indian television series debuts Category:2010s Indian television series Category:Television shows set in Mumbai Category:Television shows set in Delhi Category:Television shows set in New York City Category:Bollywood in fiction Category:Television series about sisters Category:Indian television soap
operas Category:Hindi-language television programs Category:Indian drama television series Category:Indian romantic comedy television series Category:Teleserials Category:Hemant Rakshit productions Category:2013 Indian television series endings Category:Television shows set in the United States Category:Television shows set in IndiaQ: The significance of sutras Can someone please explain the

significance of the sutras. Why are they important? A: Sutra is a term describing a certain type of scripture. Typically, this is used to refer to Mahayana sutras. This can be as specific as the Prajñ 82157476af
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